NTIA IANA Functions' Stewardship Transition

Public comment period: July 31 to Sept 8
Public comment website: comments.ianacg.org

TOGETHER. SHAPING THE FUTURE.

ISOC Quebec will contribute to the International conference "Cultures, Societies and Digital" organised by the Centre for Studies on Integration and Globalization (CEMI) from the University of Quebec at Montreal (UQAM) on October 15 and 16, in Montreal. "We will participate in a panel on the State of «Digital» in the Francophony."

"This event is an opportunity to rethink the digital and the modalities of its relationship with culture, governance, economy, development and globalization, in a new context.

PACIFIC COMMUNITY NETWORK ASSOCIATION (PCNA)

Get to know us!
The PCNA is an association of community networks, community access sites (CAP) and learning networks (CLN). CAP (Community Access Project) is an Industry Canada initiative started in 1995. In British Columbia/Yukon we have over 1000 CAP sites. CLN (Community Learning Networks) is an initiative of Human Resources Development Canada. Contact us at 1-888-727-2226
characterized by setting corporate networks, cultures and creative industries, but also the emergence of innovative digital practices and public policies in the 2.0 cultural domain."

KNUJON likes your SPAM

KnuJOn is a NARALO At-Large Structure

It is true! KNUJON likes your spam. They accept abuse data in the form of spam and other security threats to develop a clear picture of conditions facing the Internet. By the way, did you know that KNUJON spells backward NOJUNK. Clever indeed!

Forward ALL YOUR SPAM email to: SPAM@KNUJON.NET

PICTURE OF THE MONTH

NARALO
@ATLAS II - ICANN #50 - London

STAY CONNECTED

Next NARALO Meeting is on September 21, 2015 @ 19:00 UTC